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1: 16 Surprising Ways to Remove Permanent Marker and Save the Day
The most useful and unique paint book to ever hit the market, with in-depth information on painting walls, furniture,
floors, ceilings, and more.

She then proceeded to draw all over the carpet, walls, and furniture of our rental homeâ€¦ the day before we
moved! Continue Reading Luckily, I remembered hearing somewhere that rubbing alcohol can remove
permanent marker from all kinds of surfaces. So I gave it a try, and it worked beautifully! That rubbing
alcohol trick saved us from losing a very hefty deposit on our house. WD is actually a powerful, penetrating
oil solution that can break down marker and ink. Distilled White Vinegar-Acetic acid is one of the main
compounds in vinegar. This makes it a potent cleaner. Cream of tartar and lemon juice-Cream of tartar is an
acid salt, and combining it with another acid, like lemon juice, makes a potent cleaning paste. Regular
toothpaste not gel -an abrasive and a gentle detergent combined. Use a towel to dab the product of your
choosing onto the stain rather than rubbing it. You should also put an old towel or a few paper towels between
the stain and the other side of the item, to absorb the ink and keep the stain from transferring to any other part
of the item. Take delicate fabrics like satin or silk to a dry cleaner. Make sure you show them where the stain
is. One exception â€” I read a comment from someone on another site that said they were able to get marker
out of a wool blazer with hairspray. How to Get Permanent Marker Off of Wood Furniture and Floors To get
sharpie off of wood, try using rubbing alcohol, peanut butter, or regular toothpaste. Blot your treatment of
choice onto the stain and let it sit for a few minutes. Repeat until the stain is gone. You do, however, still want
to treat leather stains as soon as possible. Use aerosol hairspray, distilled white vinegar or sunscreen. Dab or
spray the solution onto the stain, then blot to remove. How to Get Sharpie Off of Walls Walls are the favorite
drawing surface of every child when it comes to permanent marker! To remove the marker, use: Rubbing
alcohol and aerosol hairspray contain alcohol, making them natural degreasing agents. This allows them to
helps dissolve permanent marker on walls. Regular toothpaste non-gel is a light abrasive and a gentle
detergent combined. Magic Eraser has a fine sandpaper-like structure that contains the organic base melamine
that and other compounds, creating a plush foam. Be very careful when rubbing walls! If you rub too hard you
can remove the paint, especially with a Magic Eraser. My favorite product, Biosilk Silk Therapy Serum, works
great, but is Other products you can use are, distilled white vinegar, aerosol hairspray, or shaving cream.
Follow that by blotting with a clean, damp rag to lift the stain remover out of the carpet. Or better yet, use
your iron to help lift the stain out! Check out the link below to see how it works. For laminate furniture, one of
the easiest and most surprising! Wipe off the dry erase marker with a cloth or paper towel. Other methods that
may work depending on the type of furniture including microfiber upholstery are: The alcohol in rubbing
alcohol and nail polish remover make them perfect degreasing agents. This means they can break down and
dissolve permanent marker ink on furniture. Regular, non-gel toothpaste serves as a gentle abrasive and a mild
detergent, and can help remove marker from furniture and upholstery. Baking soda Pencil eraser yes, you read
that right! WD, which contains oils that can break down sharpie ink. It will rub off the finish. Simply draw
over the permanent marker with a dry erase marker, and then wipe the marks away. How you might ask? A
white board is a non-porous surface, and a dry erase marker also contains a non-polar solvent. Dab a little bit
of nail polish remover onto the stain. Be sure not to saturate the paper! Soak up the nail polish remover with a
clean towel. You can also use nail polish remover for laminated items. Continue Reading How to Clean
Permanent Marker from Glass For glass items, like windows, cups, or dishes, you can remove sharpie marker
using: Regular toothpaste combined with baking soda each is a gentle abrasive, so adding baking soda to the
toothpaste helps it pack a bit more punch! My mom was not thrilled, to say the least! But permanent marker
comes off skin relatively easily with a myriad of common household products. Nail polish remover, rubbing
alcohol, or hand sanitizer, each of which is a degreasing agent that helps lift the stain from the skin. Lotion
preferably baby lotion which acts as a gentle, yet strong cleanser for sharpie marker stains Shaving cream,
which has acidic ingredients combined with a high percent of water, making shaving cream a gentle cleanser
for external surfaces. Sunscreen, which contains alcohol like nail polish remover that helps dissolve permanent
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marker. You can use regular toothpaste not gel or baby wipes. I would try baby wipes first and very carefully
wipe the screen. Dab toothpaste onto the stain and let it sit for a few minutes. Wipe off with a clean cloth.
Removing Permanent Marker from Plastic You can use a pencil eraser, sunscreen, Goo-Gone, dry erase
marker or rubbing alcohol to remove permanent marker from plastic. Any of those should work on most types
of plastic, from plastic bins, to toys, furniture etc. How to Get Sharpie Off of Metal For metal items like
stainless steel appliances, use rubbing alcohol, dry erase marker or regular toothpaste. Marker should wipe
right off after applying any of those! How to Remove Permanent Marker from Granite, Laminate Floors,
Countertops When it comes to removing permanent marker from these types of floors and countertops, try
rubbing alcohol. Granite can be a finicky material, so you want to make sure and not leave the alcohol on for
too long to avoid etching. Laminate is generally super smooth, so it should be easy to clean! Getting
Permanent Marker Off of Tile Other floors and countertops, such as tile, should be relatively easy to clean, but
you may have to use a bit more elbow grease to clean. Try using a toothbrush or cotton swab to get into the
nooks and crannies. You can clean tile with regular toothpaste, aerosol hairspray, or a magic eraser. How to
Remove Permanent Marker from a Butcher Block Last but not least, how to remove permanent marker from a
butcher block. Pour salt on the stain and use half a lemon to scrub the stain. Let it sit overnight and wash off in
the morning.
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2: About Your Privacy on this Site
Sponsored by Home Hardware.. A new coat of paint can instantly transform just about anything from being lifeless and
boring to feeling fresh and vibrant.

Saturate the stain with any brand of lacquer thinner not paint thinner, not mineral spirits or anything else you
might be tempted to substitute , applied with a clean white cloth, so there is no chance of transferring the color
from the cloth to the item to be cleaned. Allow the lacquer thinner to sit for a few moments to soften the paint
so you can scrape, blot and or scrub it out with the application cloth. Depending on how old the paint stain is,
you may have to repeat a couple of times, but it will come out without leaving a bigger problem in its wake.
Instead allow it to air dry, then launder or dispose of appropriately. Every day, readers of this column send in
their favorite tips. The pull on the zipper of my snow boot broke, and I replaced it with a circle key ring any
kind will do, but this type is especially useful and attractive, too. And it only takes about 45 minutes to make
from start to finish. I use two tubes of Pillsbury Grands! Each tube will have five rolls and a tub of icing. Set
both icing tubs aside. Arrange the rolls in a 9 x 13 baking pan 4 down the middle and 3 on either side. Whisk
together 1 cup brown sugar and 1 cup heavy whipping cream and pour over the rolls. Bake for about 35
minutes in a F oven. Spread the icing over the top. I use my dishwasher to clean lots of things. I wash stove
knobs, baby bottles, drain stoppers for the kitchen sink, small trash cans, kids toys and refrigerator shelves. I
even wash diaper bags and baby bottle bags in the dishwasher, so the insides get clean and sanitized. I use my
regular amount of automatic dishwasher detergent. It works better than any other cleaning method for just
about anything I can fit in there. But making it yourself is. Keep refrigerated and use within a couple of days.
Always consult with your healthcare professional before substituting a prescribed treatment with a homemade
version.
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3: REAL SIMPLE | HOW TO PAINT ANYTHING | LE BOOK
"The more layers, the more durable it will be," Hirsch says. "One layer of paint dries only to the thickness of tissue
paper." For best results, Santos recommends applying the paint with a foam roller and then using a brush to spread the
paint and create an even finish.

Cracking open a can of paint is one of the cheapest decorating moves you can make. Except your fluffy black
cat, of course. Even if you have a brush full of white paint to make her look like a skunk. Anywayâ€¦back to
the task at hand â€” how to paint stuff. All sorts of stuff! Faux Wood Paneling It might see odd to start out
with how to paint wood paneling, but here me out. This is what I spent two days trying to eradicate with my
perty white paint. How to Paint Faux Wood Paneling: Fill in any holes with wood putty or caulk, wipe off as
much grime as you can, and add a coat of good primer. Finally, add a couple coats of latex paint in any color
you want. You can also paint designs on floors, like squares, stripes, or stencils. How to Paint Floors: Secure
loose floorboards, fill in any cracks, pits, holes, and crevices, and give your floor a good scrubbing. Start with
a primer and be sure to use a paint designed for decks and floors. Throw Rugs You can even paint rugs! You
can only paint throw rugs with low pile or one made from jute, since high pile carpets absorb too much paint,
feel stiff, and get matted. Start with a primer to make sure any pattern underneath is covered. Then, just go to
town. You can also paint a design or stencil to rug to add some personality and style. How to Paint Glass No
need to get complicated here. You basically have two choices. The exception here is chalkboard paint, which
usually sticks to glass well. Try painting one side of the glass on an old window, and flip it to use as a white
board. Upholstery and Fabrics This is another painting project that I have yet to tackle, but you can paint
upholstery. Start small, with something like stenciled curtains or pillows before you move onto larger projects
like chairs. How to Paint Upholstery and Fabrics If you want the paint to stay on the fabric, use a special fabric
paint. This is especially true for items that will be washed, like curtains and slipcovers. Larger upholstered
items, however, can be painted with a mixture of latex paint and fabric medium, which can be found at craft
stores. To help the paint spread better, spray the upholstery with water before painting.
4: See: Real Simpleâ€™s August â€œHow to Paint (Just About) Anythingâ€• | Painting with Bob
Mirrors can make a room seem larger and also create a focal point. But sometimes accent mirrors get pricey. You can
design and create your own with a cheap, plain mirror, some painter's tape, and spray paint, like this DIY geometric
design. When you're spray-painting the mirror, protect the rest of the reflective surface by covering it with paper.

5: Paint Ideas and Inspiration | Benjamin Moore
Choose the right paint stripper for the kind of paint you're removing (usually either latex or acrylic paint). 2. Apply the
chemical gel stripper to the wall and let sit according to manufacturer's instructions.

6: How to Paint Just About Anything (Better Homes & Gardens) Reviews : Garden Decorations Video
The most useful and unique paint book to ever hit the market, with in-depth information on painting walls, furniture,
floors, ceilings, and www.enganchecubano.com only book on the market offering techniques for painting virtually all
surfacesaplus strategies for painting structures and items that seem too intimidating to conquer.

7: 5 Easy Ways to Create an Abstract Painting (with Pictures)
The main reason I like this book is because in the back it has a chart for whichever kind of surface you'd like to paint.
The chart will tell you how to prepare the surface and which kind of paint would be best to go on that particular surface.
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8: How to Remove Latex Paint Stains from Carpet or Just About Anything Else!
I love all things creative, colorful, and DIY. It is just the way my brain is wired. I can't add 2+2 to save my life, but I can
help you decorate your home in a style that you will love YOURS!

9: wikiHow - How to do anything
I created this video with the YouTube Video Editor (www.enganchecubano.com).
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